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USS Silverwing Newsletter Issue 3 

Copyright © 2021 by Jeffrey Wilcox. The USS Silverwing is a local chapter (for western New York 

state/western Pennsylvania) of Starfleet Command Quadrant One (starfleet-command.com). We 

are amateur fan organization interested in socializing on science fiction (in general) and the various 

film series on Star Trek. The Silverwing is for the enjoyment of anyone, regardless of whether they 

are a SFCQ1 member or not. Copies of this newsletter are free and can be gotten on the Starfleet 

website. Material (letters of comment, art, news, etc.) are more than welcome. There is also a 

Facebook Group version of the USS Silverwing. Swing by and say “Hi”.  
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It’s a new year for all of us, and for the Starfleet Command Quadrant One. Last month saw a 

“changing of the guard” with the chief officers in the club (a copy of the changes will appear at the 

end of this section). Congratulations to all those that either stepped up or changed their fan activity. 

As for the USS Silverwing chapter, it’s still just Ltjg. Jeff Wilcox sitting in the pilot’s seat. But, I’m 

still working to get more crew for the chapter – recruiting on Facebook, checking out other clubs 

on the Internet, and even requesting help from SFCQ1 Membership Services. At this point, the 

Silverwing will take on any solitary members looking for a group to join. 

   As for activities here, that’s up in the air and open to the crew’s imagination. Letters of 

comments and news are always good. Photos and art are too. And how about film and book 

reviews? ( see below for one of those). As for Issue #4 of this newsletter, I thought I’d do an “old 

school” format. At the last couple Fleet Zoom meetings Adm. Rex Woods was really taken by a 

1970s issue of the SFCQ1’s “Starfleet Communications”. Back then, newsletters and other 

fanzines were printed on paper. Yep, hard copies, printed by ditto or mimeograph machines; and 

even offset printing from a professional print shop (ask your grandparents about these). Rex 

marveled that weren’t any photos on the pages, they only had drawings. Also Star Trek word 

search puzzles, food recipes, and other fun fannish things. I thought I’d try one of those and see 

how it went over (no, I’m not doing that for all the issues after that; just for the one-time theme 

issue).  

   And in June or July I’ll try for a Swimsuit Edition. It was fun doing that theme 8/9 years ago, and 

would love trying it again. Oh, and, yes, there will be a section for the ladies too. And photo 

contributions are welcome on this project too.  

    

 

“The Autography of Kathryn Janeway” edited by Una McCormack (titanbooks.com – paperback: 

$12.99) 

    Captain Janeway, of the Starship Voyager and its crew, has finally gotten a full account of her 

adventures in the Delta Quadrant.  
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   In all biographies/autobiographies the author and editor not only relate the events of the person 

written about, but also the personal history, choices, and motives that shaped them. This then is 

the “why” the events happen in autobiography; which is the reason for us readers to pick up the 

book in the first place. In that, editor McCormack has helped stitch together the events of 

Janeways life to make for a very readable book. 

   The first half of the book features Janeway’s early life. She grew up in rural Indiana, with the 

usual number of parents and surrounding grandparents. Growing up in that environment and 

culture influenced Janeway’s personality into a combination of forward thinking and practical 

viewpoint that would serve her later in life.   

   Things start getting really interesting when she enters Starfleet. The phrase “They Didn’t Cover 

That At The Academy” came from an incident when Ensign Janeway totally screwed up one of her 

assignments (and her best friend printed that phrase on a t-shirt so Janeway could wear it during 

exercise periods). But Janeway knew that setbacks did not mean defeat. It drove her to do better 

with every turn (even if the trouble was with bad “superior” officers, apparently).  

   All of this lead to the adventure that set her and the crew on the USS Voyager to the history 

books. There are the decisions she had to make, not only for herself but also the rest of the crew – 

the crew now consisting of standard Starfleet officers, Maqui rogues, and one overtaxed holo-

doctor. Exploration, crisis & reconcile, invasions, and making new friends followed the crew at 

every turn. And still Janeway and her crew worked to make their way home.  

    Anyone wanting to recapture the adventures of Voyager will find this book well made and 

entertaining.  

[Side note: The book publisher call Titan Books has many volumes that are of interest to the 

readers here. Una McCormack is also the author of the “Autobiography of Spock”. Other works 

include new adventures of “Firefly”, “Guardians of the Galaxy”, and “Sherlock Homes”, plus art 

books and other genre works. ] 
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In the Trek fan organization, Starfleet Command Quadrant One, a local chapter can be started by 

one SFCQ1 member. Thus we have the USS Silverwing (thanks again to everybody who sent me 

encouragement and the offer of help). For that chapter, the member starting it can call/refer to the 

chapter with the name of a shuttlecraft, scientific outpost, etc. And this allows others to join said 

local chapter.  

   And in the club, a chapter with five or more members can upgrade to a small starship, small 

space station, or anything else in Trek universe that’s on the small side. Said new chapter is 

allowed to vote in the year’s Starfleet Award session.  

   And the reason for bringing up this information is that sooner or later we will have five of more 

members here. And I have been thinking of starting a dialogue to give examples of Starfleet 

starship we can upgrade to. [Side note: In creating a chapter that’s a Starfleet shuttlecraft, we have 

an advantage creating a larger starship; all we have to do is just fly our shuttlecraft into the shuttle 

bay. We smoothly transition into that larger group].  

   Here are a few examples of starship classes the USS Silverwing can upgrade into: (this isn’t an 

exhaustive list; just some ideas for this early stage of discussion).  

Scout/Corvette starships :  

 

  

Nova Class    

 

 

B’rel Claas (Klingon) 
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 Aerie Class  

(Known example: USS Raven from ST: Voyager – flown by Seven of Nine’s parents in 

“Raven” episode) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hermes Class  

 

 

Science starship 

  Surak Class (Vulcan) 

Destroyer: 
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Trek News:   This is a great time to be a science fiction/fantasy fan. Books, Movies, TV series, 

conventions, on and on. For Star Trek, we have five TV series happening in the same year. And 

here is the list of release date for each of the (courtesy of cnet.com) 

 ST: Discovery: Season 4 starts Feb. 10
th

 (Season 5 Renewed) 

 ST: Picard:      Season 2 starts  March 3
rd

  (third season in production) 

 ST: Strange New Worlds: May 5
th

 

 ST: Lower Decks: Season 3 starts this Summer 

 St: Prodigy: Season 2 starts later this year 

Also: my wife and I just finished marathoning a TV series that’s been around for seven seasons, 

but we never saw it till now – “The 100”. Sci fi (naturally), space, barbaric wars, exotic locations, 

and action/drama than you can shake a Wookie at. Fun, fun and more fun. Check it out.  

 

I’m out of here -- Clear skies 

                                             Ltjg. Jeff Wilcox (USS Silverwing 


